Abstract. 2014 Neutron diffraction results for a monolayer of CF4 physisorbed on different graphites show the complexity of the system, mainly due to the non spherical shape of the admolecule. From our neutron data and LEED results [6] [1, 2] which are strikingly different and we suggest a model for this low-temperature phase. We also propose a phase diagram based on previous results given by neutron and low-energy electron diffraction as well.
1. Earlier neutron studies. - We studied earlier the neutron diffraction by a layer of physisorbed CF4 on papyex. Papyex is a recompressed exfoliated graphite from Carbone-Lorraine, the properties of which are very similar to grafoil from Union Carbide; a maximum coherence length of this substrate is between 250 and 350 A as observed by X-ray diffraction with krypton [3] . The [5] based on volumetric isotherms by P. Dolle [6] , and his own Auger isotherms.
Below 65 K the (1, 0) peak moves to slightly larger angles and a peak near 2.55 A-1 appears below 50 K and can be labelled ( 1, 1 ) . In this incommensurate structure satellites appear near the principal peaks, but are too far from them to be explained by a model with relaxed walls, i.e. Novaco-McTague distortion wave theory [7] or simple walls « a la Villain » [8] . Moreover, some structure seems to exist in the (1,0) peak, but the resolution was too poor to be sure of this fact and to ascertain positions and intensities.
2. New neutron diffraction results. - (Fig. 3) . We have then, for the first time, clear evidence of a difference in the apparent structure of a physisorbed layer on two very similar substrates. We shall try to explain this difference on the simple basis of the maximum coherence length observed on papyex (350 A [9] ) and on ZYX (2 300 A [ 10] ). We note also that at 62 K and coverage near the full monolayer we observe a single peak at 1.544 A-1, with perhaps a shoulder on its high-Q edge (Fig. 4) . The signal-to-noise ratio does not enable us to observe small satellites as we did with D 1 B.
3. The low-temperature structure with three peaks excludes simple models. - Table) . The factor flh, k) is introduced to account for the disorder previously described; for its calculation papers on three-dimensional stacking faults are useful, e.g. [13, 14] ; it is equal to 1 for h = 0. The factor sin nky/sin nk shows that k must be an integer. The figure 6 ).
The calculated intensities are not much changed. Finally we must admit that this model is somewhat unusual as compression occurs in a particular direction : in the perpendicular direction the commensurate distance between molecules is maintained, whereas on the whole many molecules sit out of registry. 8 . Chevrons (herring-bones pattern). - We remarked that walls may geometrically have kinks; the shape of back-to-back walls would be more complicated and presumably less favourable energetically than the kinked head-to-head walls (Fig. 7) . Let us suppose now that these walls are wholly sawtoothed (Fig. 8) and undertake the task of calculating the diffraction amplitudes of such patterns.
An equilateral triangle with a basis of P molecules has an amplitude of scattering for a reflexion perpendicular to the basis of with respect to its basis and with
The cell (a,, a2) is analogous to the previous one, a2 still being the distance between two back-to-back walls. Figure 8 shows that Two equivalent filled triangles, head-to-head and nearly adjacent (see Fig. 9 ) would give a scattering intensity
This « bitriangle » motif is repeated N/P times along the basis (which generates a bistrip) and y times perpendicularly. This gives the factor which indicates that k must be an integer. (The calculation is done only for h = 0.) The main peak and satellite in the a2 direction are given for (P + 1) plays the same role as 2 M before, peaks have the same configuration and the width of a bistrip is the same. The intensity ratio between satellite and main peak is slightly enhanced.
Moreover we can now see that this pattern can support a compression parallel to the back-to-back walls indicated by arrows on figure 8 . This compression along a second direction is likely to happen. In that case 6 may be greater. The [18] without checking angular correlations. The plastic phase could be invoked to explain a tail in the diffraction spectra [19] . The 
